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Equipping for Rural Mission - Participant Booklet
Understanding your local congregation
and the community you serve

‘Don’t be afraid little flock.
Your Father is delighted to give you the kingdom.’
Luke 12: 32

Introduction
‘Equipping for Rural Mission’ is designed for any rural church, however small or remote,
resulting in a plan for community action. The four session course normally takes place over a six
week period and aims to enable your church’s mission through Listening, Reviewing, Planning
and Acting.
The exercises help you to gather information about your church or churches and your
participation in the wider community. You listen, apply spiritual discernment and prayer, then
carefully decide what you might do next, or change, because of what you hear or discover.
You may be hoping for specific change in your church. These ‘dream solutions’ may be
something that you’ve hoped and prayed for over time and you may feel frustrated in your
prayers or activity. This course aims to help each church act to plan to make changes, step by
step, towards accomplishing a vision or dream.
This course assumes that:• The church exists because of God’s mission in the world
• Your church is committed to that mission and to God.
• You want to make mission a priority
• You are looking for help to be more deliberate in that mission and to remain honest and
systematic in reviewing what you go on to do.
• You will reflect on how you are doing as a church and in connection with community.
• That all churches, no matter how small, should and can have a plan to develop local
mission and activity.
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How the Course Works
If you use this toolkit from start to finish, the process is like other tools for Mission Action
Planning based on the pastoral cycle or spiral: ‘See, Reflect and Act’ illustrated below:

You begin at See, looking at your church and its context;
next you Reflect on what you saw and what you believe.
and finally you decide how that will impact as you plan to
Act in the light of it.

The toolkit is a series of simple exercises carried out by a group or groups of participants, over
four sessions.

Session 1:
Session 2:
Session 3:
Session 4:

Appreciate your church
Investigate your community context
Deliberate over what you hear
Make a plan
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Each Session contain exercises – some in groups and some individually - that encourage you to
record, often through visual means, what you think about your church or understand about the
place it is in. By the end of the process you will have a clearer picture of your church and your
community connections and context. You will have thought and prayed about this and decided
where you need to make changes or take action.
If you are unsure or need clarity at any point during the sessions the facilitator will be on hand
to guide you to help you understand the process better.
As a participant your input, thoughts and comments are a hugely important part of the process.
The facilitator will be recording the results to enable him or her to create a report summarising
the findings of the course participants to share with the decision makers at your church who will
take forward your ideas and suggestions for action or change.
It is important to approach the course in an open, thoughtful and prayerful way, listening to the
opinions and comments of others.
Importantly, have fun!
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To get you thinking: key questions for your church
The following questions are to ask yourself and each other about the role of your church in its
own and its wider community. Be as honest as you can in your answers and if you are unsure of
the answer say so. Be free to include what you think/do as an individual.
The facilitator may ask you to answer these questions before the beginning of the Equipping for
Rural Mission programme and hand it in to be collated or bring it in with you to the first session.
1. What do we offer to the local community?
2. Who benefits and how?
3. What is the focus of our church?
4. What informs our prayers / intercessions?
5. What are our assets?
6. Are these assets used by others, as well as
by our church members?
7. What are new things are we doing?
8. We have we stopped doing? Why?
9. Where are we growing in our church?
10. Where are we declining in our church?
11. Who has come to faith and how do we
support them?
12. What do we do to help new people feel
welcome and to belong?
13. What is the best supported thing that
happens at our church?
14. What might this tell us about our
enthusiasms and those of local people?
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Equipping for Rural Mission
Session 1: Appreciate your church
During this first session keep in mind that appreciation involves the 4 ‘Cs’ - Celebrating,
Complementing, Comprehending and looking Critically at something.

Warm Up
Using a different coloured post-it for each question, you should jot down your answers to the
following three questions:• If our church was an animal what animal would it be?
• If our church was a vehicle, what vehicle would it be?
• If you have another image of your church, what is it?
At this stage, don’t discuss your answers with others. The facilitator should able to help anyone
who is uncertain about the task.
When you have finished you will be invited to post your thoughts on a larger sheet of paper.
Add yours, reading out one key thing you have written. You should be ready to explain (briefly)
why you made that choice. Listen to each other in turn. Resist challenging or criticising other
people’s suggestions, but there may be time to reflect later.
The facilitator will now lead you through some or all the exercises outlined below, which are
designed to help you form an impression of your church, and will challenge you to see how
your church might improve to do better.

Exercise1: Angel of the church
This exercise is based on the letters in Revelation 2 and 3 from John to the angels of
churches who were all shown that change was needed. Each message ends…
‘Let anyone who has an ear listen to what the Spirit is saying to the churches.’


You are asked to explore the ‘Angel of your own Church’. Your church isn’t just what you
are like and how you act as individual people, but who you are as a group and how you
act together. It follows that there is also a way you could become something new
together.



You will be asked to take a look at lots of images of angels. Choose the one you are
individually drawn to which represents the church as you feel it is now.

Think quietly through how this image speaks to you. When you have all finished, each of you will
be invited to show and explain your choice. The rest of the group is not expected to agree or
disagree, but simply to listen.


Repeat the exercise but this time look for an image that reflects your hopes, dreams
and prayers for what you as a church should become ... how to be church together, but
better?

Again reflect and then in turn you will be invited to individually share your brief thoughts.
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Exercise 2: Axis exercise
Below is a four way axis. Read the boxes and thinking about your church, plot along each axis
with a line where your rate the church currently for the four features described. A high value is
closer to the box.
Then plot with a cross or in a different colour where their church hopes and intends to be, and
think about what might help to achieve this.
Reflect on your thoughts. What do you feel about your responses? Is there an imbalance? If you
score high on ‘In’ and low on ‘Out’ are you just a clique? If you doing well on ‘Out’ but not on ‘In’
is there a danger of burn out? If you are low on ‘Up’ are you just a social club? If you are low on
‘Of’, could you make better use of resources be working with others?
You may find it especially hard to say anything critical about your church without feeling
disloyal. You may find negative comments hard to hear and may be inclined to take them
personally. Avoid letting this emotional response deflect you. Part of the process is about asking
difficult questions and working out how to deal with the answers collectively.

Up
Worship, prayer and
relationship with God

In

Out

Growing
together and
caring for
each other
as a church
community

Reaching
out through
social action
and
evangelism

Of
Connecting with the wider
church and working in
partnership with others
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Exercise 3: Timeline Exercise
New minister arrives

Kids Club grew

‘Experience Easter’ partnership
with churches and local schools

Open Farm Sunday
well supported

Invested in volunteer
training needed to
continue Kids Club
Lay leader
left

Best Christmas
Attendance on Record
Key farmer
contact left

Fab new church
council member

Relationship breakdown between Kids
Club leaders. Kids Club closes

Above is an example of a church’s timeline over a five year period. Think about what your
church’s timeline would look like and plot events, crucial highlights or low points over the last
five years of your church’s life. Include good and bad things – without being judgemental plotting the better things above the line and the less good things below it. You can do this in
small groups or on your own.
Churches change when people come and go. If you have you experienced change in the
congregation and in the community, try to reflect this too. The exercise doesn’t have to be a
perfect timeline for it to tell you something in a striking way that you have instinctively avoided
discussing. You may find using the timeline a way of history being heard but having a partial
influence rather than being the compass directing what you plan.
The facilitator may ask you for your reasons for including particular issues or events on your
timeline so be prepared to offer justification and explanations during the feedback.
Secondary Exercise – The facilitator may suggest creating a second time line focusing on ‘church
and community engagement’. This can be useful if your churches has tried an initiative which
has now ended.
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Exercise 4: Reflect on and discuss the questionnaire responses
The facilitator may decide that this is a good point to discuss the ‘To get you thinking‘
questionnaire responses (alternatively or in addition this could be part of session 3).

Exercise 5: Finding solutions - what could your church become?
The facilitator will help the group to gather together what was discussed and agreed in the
previous exercises and sum-up your findings. From this you may be able to identify one of the
main things expressed that you want the church to become. Focus on using the comment most
repeated, for example, ‘that the church becomes more representative of all ages’.
If one key thing doesn’t emerge easily then you can draw a series of concentric circles and place
the agreed key ideas on the outer ring boundary. Each person in turn will move one idea one
space in. After each person has a turn this should narrow down the choice to one idea which
moves into the centre circle.
Working on just one idea, ask yourselves the question: ‘when is this issue not a problem or less
of a problem?’ Using the example of the age imbalance above, the answer to these questions
could be: ‘at all age services and when children contribute and worship style supports
newcomers; and also at social events with food e.g. harvest supper, film night and pancake
party.’
The solution then becomes doing some more of what you note in your answer. The plan you
produce at the end of this process should reflect this. In small stages you move towards your
solution.
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Session 2: Investigating your community context
In this Session you will think about how your church connects with its wider community. Small
rural churches can be really well-connected with their local community. Really listening to your
community tells those you’re listening to that they have value. It tells them you are humble
enough to know that you don’t have all the answers. It also means you allow your community
context to influence and enrich your thinking.
You will be looking at your community and the connections you currently make, moving onto
mapping those connections and analysing how you currently interact with them.

Exercise 1: Looking at your Local Area
Using a pencil or crayon shade in the segments of this diagram to show how strong or weak you
think your links are to the particular groups as follows:


Villagers – Long standing families, people living in your area who are at least second
generation.



New Villagers – People more recently moved to your village as permanent residents.



Tourists – People who come to your area for a visit or those with second homes or
caravans who live amongst you on a part-time basis.



The poorest, most disadvantaged local people – Think about who these people are in
your community. They may be ill, disabled, be carers, be on benefits or low incomes. You
might include 16-25 year olds in this category depending where your community is.



Retired, older and elderly people.



Commuters.



People who work in your village – include those who work or run a business from
home, and migrant workers who may work locally only part of the time.



People who are under 16.

people under 16 years
You can add any
segments that you
think may be missing.
You may have a
traveller community
close by, for example,
or there may be a
major annual festival
that takes place near
to your village and you
can include them as
groups you may like to
make links with.

new villagers

commuters

retired and older people

people working locally

villagers

the poorest

tourists/holidaymakers
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Exercise 2: Mapping your connections
List the groups and organisations that local church members currently relate to. Then draw a
diagram like the social map below with your church at the centre. Plot how you interact with the
groups that you relate to. Show links between groups by using bold arrows for strong links,
dotted lines for broken links, two headed arrows for mutually beneficial links etc. In small
communities key people may belong to more than one group and provide a link from the church
to that part of the community.
In complex situations you may draw several of these and or ask key individuals to construct one
for their own personal connections. Where are the gaps? Think about how could you rectify
limited or broken connections, how you might enhance or use a strong community connection.

School governors:

Derek

Cubs and Scouts

Church School

Peter W
Breakfast Club Joy

School
Allotment

Our Church
Horticulture Club

Friendship
Group

Brian Smith
Badminton Night

Post Office: Joan
Choir

Brownies and Guides
Police/Community Support
Officer

Bowls Club Maria
Neighbourhood Watch

Parish Councillor

Rose Martin

Community Safety Partnership
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Prayerful reflection
The exercises you have done today will help to create a simple visual impression of your
community connections from your own, or a group, perspective. Look carefully at the results –
the pie diagram and your community map. Ask yourselves these simple questions.



Do these show you who you are currently working with and who you are not?
Are there connections that could be improved or worked on to develop relationships
between church members and the wider community?

It would be good to spend time in listening prayer and quiet reflection.
The questions above and your prayerful reflection may prompt you to think further about a key
community group in more detail. At some point you may want to take the opportunity to listen
to people from this group and improve your connection with them.
Small churches can also become better connected if they work with other churches. If you are in
a partnership or team of churches, share your knowledge to enrich your community connection
or check your initial impressions with people who have local expertise in those churches and
beyond.
The results of this feedback will be collated by the Facilitator and shared in Session 3.

Further research
It would be helpful to conduct more research or assemble statistical data to follow on from your
initial findings.
Is there any existing research, for example, from a village plan?
The facilitator will help the group decide what further research would be helpful. You may want
to look at a paper called ‘Researching and Surveying your Community’ which has suggestions on
how you can carry out research and survey your wider community.
Decide who is going to do what. Some may be able to meet with leaders of a residents’ or village
hall association, or to talk to a local head teacher. Others could check existing information and
statistics on the community or conduct a formal survey.
The results of detailed research can help to put flesh on the bones of assumptions you make and
provide further guidance on ways forward.
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Session 3: Deliberate over what you have heard
This stage is where you will spend at least half a day looking at what you’ve found out during the
first two sessions and reflecting on it before you meet and discuss it together.
The facilitator may share reports between Session 2 and Session 3 which you
should digest and reflect upon before you meet to think about a collective
plan of action.
Gather material, meet and reflect
The findings from Session 1 and Session 2 will be gathered together and presented to the church
for discussion. You may have an opportunity to read the facilitator’s summary in advance before
you meet together.
Presentations will be made including a summing up from the facilitator. This will be followed by
questions or clarity then an open discussion which is likely to focus on the following questions:
• What encourages or inspires us?
• What shocks or saddens us?
• Is there anything further that we need to find out?
• What did we find out about our church culture and the culture of the wider community?
• What needs, opportunities and priorities emerge for us?
When you reach the open discussion aim to be humble and give people room for their own
responses. Leave some space for God to prompt you before you speak.
Allow others to reply to comments made, but take care not to allow negative emotion to direct
you – try to remain positive even if someone expresses on opinion that you are unhappy with!
Everyone’s view deserves to be heard.
Discern, discuss and pray
The facilitator will simplify what priorities have emerged under a smaller number of headings.
Everyone will be encouraged to offer further ideas under those headings as if time and money
was no barrier- this is known as a ‘blue sky thinking’ exercise. Don’t let panic or cynical remarks
stifle this. Remember the beauty of this exercise is it is creative, open, stimulating and
experimental.
Spend some time in listening prayer and after a period of silence, share any insights, words,
scriptures or images that you feel God has given you.
Later, in Session 4, these ideas will be remade in priority order, and inevitably there will be a
process of discarding some or even many. You may be invited to vote on the priority of ideas.
The smallest churches may have just a single priority or final area of action surviving from this
process. This is appropriate where resources are currently almost entirely committed or small.
This one priority should aim to engage most people. If more priorities emerge they should be
realistically spaced over time to avoid overload and stress.
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Session 4: Make a plan
This final session is an opportunity for you as a group to draw a clear picture of what you
have found in the process so far. To show what you did, the process you took, what you
found and the priority or priorities you have made.
Decide what you intend to do in support of this priority. Be realistic and set a timetable
to achieve it and where possible, who will do what. You may not complete it exactly as
you set out to - but clear intentions and sharing the work will sustain your plan. If you
can, include elements for all church members to participate. This may require
developing your skills and delegating tasks.
Some churches find change difficult and are reluctant to move from long held traditions.
There may be bruises from a history of something ending badly, being seen to fail after a long
term investment, or coming unstuck financially. In this environment trying something new or
trying something again is difficult. The instinct of ‘that will never work here’ from some
members should not be allowed to inhibit creativity and energy. Likewise, what may be required
for you is to move away from the historical local success which may no longer be appropriate,
and to try something new.
Time is one of the resources you are managing. Generating enthusiasm for any activity with
unrealistic demands on the time of unpaid people is unfair. This is even more the case in a small
church where a replacement volunteer won’t easily be found, and existing volunteers can feel
extra pressure.
Can you work ecumenically or with other organisations where appropriate? Sharing initiatives is
probably a better use of resources and demonstrates love for one another.
Drafting the plan
•

Be realistic about the timetable of the plan. It is easy to be too ambitious to begin with.

•

Can your plans fit the rhythm of village life and other responsibilities of local church
members, or are you ratcheting up the time commitment expected from them in your plan?
What you offer may need to be more flexible or seasonal than in a larger church. An activity
that is monthly or once a term could be developed without undue pressure if something in
the current church programme is dropped to allow it to happen.

•

Don’t fall victim to pressure in your village to give support as expected or as you always have
done, but also don’t waste opportunities presented to you and carefully communicate any
changes.

•

Discuss how you will ensure this plan happens; set up a system so it will be monitored and
reviewed. When or where will church members be updated? When do you expect it to be
complete and when do you intend to revisit this process?
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Before finalising the plan go through it looking at it as a whole and ask these
questions:
•

Does what we are planning match our overall church beliefs about mission, or
have we been distracted away from this?

•

Is there a clear sense that what we plan has been drawn from what we have listened to or
learned in Session 2 and 3 or discussed in Session 3?

•

Have we kept to the big picture – participating in God’s mission in the world - or have our
plans begun to look self-centred. Have we been drawn into power play, or are we acting out
of competition?



If we are part of a group of churches, have we fully considered the opportunities to work
together? Have you managed to identify any opportunities for working with others as
partners or by piggy-backing off existing initiatives?

Take care to have only one idea or priority which requires long term tenacity and doggedness.
Try to remain responsive to any of the local groups you have listened to or consulted. Make the
most of who you know. The possibility of partnership could develop because of a single contact.
Finalise your plan
When you finalise your plan consider the following:
• Can you achieve something simple and low cost which fits your priorities and helps others
see the plan working positively?
• As a start, could something be simply reinvigorated for mission reasons?
• Is there something you do well which could be changed in a small way in line with your
mission priorities?
• Is there something you can do in partnership instead of in competition?
• Is there something you can stop doing to give this plan the space and resources needed? This
is probably the hardest decision of all.
Sacrifice and generosity may be the only way to allow action. Now, act together as you have
planned and keep what you do visible for church members.
Pray
Encourage the whole church to pray and also individual members and, where they exist, small
groups and prayer partners.
Ensure you include and update those members who are too unwell or housebound to meet in
church but who will pray for the successful realisation of any agreed plans.
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Pilot
The plans you make may be, or may just feel, risky – something that may or may not work. Try
to handle that discomfort openly. If something new involves a lot of change or energy why not
pilot or trial it for a time: review at a couple of points in the future and adjust what you do in the
light of this. Do not expect instant results. Use this toolkit and your plan as a learning experience
for all church members. Also share news of success wherever possible.
Sometimes results come from what we do ... but not as we anticipate.

Plan complete? Act, see, and reflect again
‘Sometimes, we have to take a long walk back and have another run at things to make sure
we get everything in the proper rhythm, and draw out the lessons we need for our own day.
Sometimes a story is the only way of telling the truth.’
Acts for Everyone, Tom Wright, SPCK, 2008
At regular periods as you work on delivering the plan take time out to reflect on what you have
done and report it to the church and wider community. Don’t just get absorbed by activities. In
the report of your achievements, numbers tend to be a feature: but don’t focus only on them.
For some people a story of what has happened will be a better method. Where you have
permission to share such information, it may help people to comprehend the results much
better. Share outcomes or results even if what happens is something other than what was
intended.
Take the time to celebrate what happens and encourage each other.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------‘Equipping for Rural Mission’ was commissioned in 2011 by the Arthur Rank Centre and
developed in partnership with the Dioceses of Derby and Ripon & Leeds. We acknowledge with
gratitude the contribution made by Stella Collishaw and Joy Bates (Diocese of Derby), Andy
Ryland (Diocese of Ripon & Leeds) and Simon Martin (The Arthur Rank Centre). The material was
edited by Helen McGowan in July 2015 and Jerry Marshall in March 2017.
The material is the property of The Arthur Rank Centre but can be downloaded, copied, used
and distributed by anyone without charge. To download material please visit
www.germinate.net
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Equipping for Rural Mission - Participant Feedback Form
It is really helpful to know how useful, or not, you have found the Equipping for Rural Mission
course. Your feedback allows us to make necessary changes to the material when we review the
course. You can make your feedback anonymous if you choose not to add your name.
Your Name (Optional)
Village where the
programme took place
Feedback on the quality and effectiveness of the following material:
On a scale of 1 to 5 where 1 is poor and 5 is excellent please score the following:
The participant booklet and
other written materials

1

2

3

4

5

The exercises you undertook
as part of the course

1

2

3

4

5

The effectiveness of the
programme in equipping
your church for rural mission

1

2

3

4

5

Thinking about your experiences as a participant, what went well and what went less well?

Was the experience of taking part in the programme worthwhile and useful?
If not, please say why.

Please return this feedback form to the course facilitator. Thanks!
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